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Session overview 

ÅCaching 101 

ÅUnderstanding each ƻŦ {ƘŀǊŜtƻƛƴǘΩǎ platform 
caching options 

ÅHow to leverage and control caching 

ÅScenarios quiz 

ÅQ&A 



Why I care about caching 

ÅFormerly the architect ŦƻǊ ŀ CƻǊǘǳƴŜ рлΩǎ 
publicly facing SharePoint presence 

ÅHighly trafficked environment 
Å~75,000 page views per hour peak (2009) 

ÅUsually 40 SP-hosted assets per page or more 

ÅGreater than 1000 requests/second into IIS 

ÅSupported with a single farm (4 WFEs) 

Å¢ƛǊŜŘ ƻŦ ά{ƘŀǊŜtƻƛƴǘ ŘƻŜǎƴΩǘ ǎŎŀƭŜέ ŎƭŀƛƳǎ 



Caching 101 



Cache: what is it? 

Web Part caching 

post-cache substitution 

Office viewing service cache 

virtual memory 

disk-based caching 

BLOB cache 

page-output cache 

in-memory cache 

object cache 

browser cache 

edge caching 

cacheability headers 

buffer fragment caching 

CARP ICP 

HTCP 



Cache: what is it? 

ÅA temporary storage area where frequently 
accessed data can be stored for rapid access 

ÅRapid access facilitated in two ways 

Å Data is placed on a faster medium 

Å Data is moved closer to point of usage 

ÅTypically used for data that is expensive to 
fetch or calculate 



Why caching for SharePoint? 

ÅConsider a page request from a client 
Å Page rendering requires constituent control 

rendering w/ merging of file system & DB data 

Å Each page request can generate multiple DB 
lookups for content, navigation, security, etc. 

Å Page itself links and references images, CSS, 
JavaScript, and other resources 

ÅSharePoint request lifecycle is complex 

ÅBetter performance, better user experience 



SharePoint caching: whatcha got? 

ÅOf primary interest to administrators and what 
I will be focusing on 
Å Object caching 

Å BLOB caching 

Å Page output caching 

Å Office web applications cache 

ÅMentioned but not covered in any depth 
Å Development-related caching (Web Part cache, ASP.NET 

cache, IVaryByCustomHandler implementation, post-cache 
substitution, and fragment caching) 

 



Caching in SharePoint 



Some plumbing information 

ÅCaching activation 
Å ά¢ǳǊƴŜŘ ƻƴέ ǿƛǘƘ όhŦŦƛŎŜύ 

SharePoint Server 
Publishing Infrastructure 

ÅPotentially bad news 
Å Not part of WSSv3 or 

SharePoint Foundation 

Å Some caching can be used 
with non-publishing sites, 
though 



Some plumbing information 

ÅIƻǿ ƛǘΩǎ ǿƛǊŜŘ-in 
Å Supported through the 

PublishingHttpModule 

Å HttpModule wired into the 
ASP.NET request pipeline of 
all SharePoint web apps 

ÅManagement 
Å Through web UI, STSADM, 

PowerShell, and web.config 
changes 



/ƻƴǎƛŘŜǊ ŀ ǎŀƳǇƭŜ ǇŀƎŜ Χ 



Object caching 

ÅSpeeds access to 
frequently referenced 
structural, property, 
and result data 
Å Navigational data 

Å Query results (cross-list 
and cross-site) 

Å Site properties 

Å Page layouts 



Object caching 

ÅStructure and operation 
Å A memory-backed cache on each WFE 

Å hƴƭȅ ŎŀŎƘŜ ǘƘŀǘ ƛǎ άƻƴέ ōȅ ŘŜŦŀǳƭǘ 

Å Cache is assigned per site collection 

Å 100MB allocation per site collection by default 

Å Conservative cache durations employed to avoid displaying 
or using stale data 

ÅAdditional control with SharePoint 2010 
Å <ObjectCache> in web.config to govern maximum size 



Object caching 

ÅGetting to it 
Å Via Site Collection 

Administration section 
on Site Settings page 

Å Site Collection Object 
Cache link 



Object caching 

ÅConfiguration 
options 
Å Object Cache Size 

Å Object Cache Reset 

Å Cross List Query Cache 
Changes 

Å Cross List Query Results 
Multiplier 



Object caching 

Recommendations 
Å Be careful with the Object Cache Size allocation! 
Å Cross List Query Cache Changes 
Å Off by default for MOSS, on by default for SharePoint 2010 
Å Turn off or reduce time if queries are run against volatile data 
Å Turn on to reduce system loading and increase response time 

Å Cross List Query Results Multiplier 
Å Increase if per-site and per-list permissions are in use, especially 

if per-item permissions are also applied in lists 
Å Reduce for sites where anonymous access prevails 



BLOB caching 

Å Improves efficiency 
and speed of serving 
BLOB (Binary Large 
OBject) data in lists 
Å Images and icons 

Å Audio files 

Å Video (including Flash) 

Å Cascading style sheets 

Å Javascript 



BLOB caching 

ÅStructure and operation 
Å !ƭǎƻ ƪƴƻǿƴ ŀǎ άŘƛǎƪ-ōŀǎŜŘ ŎŀŎƘƛƴƎέ 

Å Cache is backed by file system storage on WFEs 

Å Turned άƻŦŦέ ōȅ ŘŜŦŀǳƭǘ 

Å Enabled and disabled per IIS web site 

Å Disk allocation, file types cached, and client cacheability 
settings are configurable 



BLOB caching 

ÅYields performance improvements 
through (up to) two different 
offloads 
Å Once enabled, reduces network traffic 

between WFEs and content databases 

Å Can also reduce load on WFEs by 
instructing client browsers to cache 

ÅNew in SharePoint 2010 
Å HTTP byte range support, throttling 



BLOB caching 

ÅGetting to it 
Å Accessed through the 

web.config for each IIS site 

ÅWhat can be configured 
Å File system cache location 

Å Pattern of files to be cached 

Å Maximum disk space cache 
can consume 

Å Client cacheability (max-age)  

Å Some service-related params 



BLOB caching 

Å<BlobCache> element in MOSS 2007 

 

Å<BlobCache> element in SharePoint 2010 

 
 

Åmax-age attribute 
Å Easily added to yield client-side caching of BLOB assets 

Å Client will use local assets without round-trips to server 

 



BLOB caching 

Åmax-age in action ς initial request 
Å 125 HTTP requests 



BLOB caching 

Åmax-age in action ς subsequent request 
Å 11 HTTP requests 


